
ffi b the image free from dust specs,

ffi sm@es ard scratches?

ffi 
ts the image tree from tens ftare effects?

ffi Was filtllash used wtrere reeded?

ffi

ffi 
Does the image have a gsod tonat rarge?

ffi 
ls the image free of ercessive contrasr?

ffi ls the image free from hardshake btr.n?

ls the image lree from digital sensor noise?

Was subject motion handled appropriately?

Eith€r kozen or exagg,,Jftted

Does lhe image avob clumsy or obvious
post-processing?

knipubtion & Preserna$an

Has the image been over-sharpened?

ls the image tree trom the artifacts of
excessive JPEG compression?

Has any manipulation contributed to the
subject matter and its impact?

or is it iust a Photashop demo?

Does any manipulation represent a lresh
style with merit?

ls the size of the printed or displayed image
appropriate for the subject matter?

ll printed, is the image's resolutbn high
enough to support the print size?

lf used, is the kaming suitabb lor the
subject matter?

l"andscape*

ls the horizon nr:t in the middle?

Does the image avoid wastirg space on a
featureless sky?
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Does the image include elements in the
near, middle and far distances?

Was the image taken at an appropriate
time of day?

Was good use rnade ol the hyperfocal
plane?

Portaits

Was the conecl choice made between
flattery and revealing character?

Does lhs image minimize unphotogenic
feafures?

Does the image emphasize photogenic
features?

h{ave small blemishes been re*oved?

ls the lighting effective?

Does the subject appear natural and
relaxed?

Ooes the image reveal the subject's
character and interests?

Does the image tell a story or suggest
history?

ls the image free ol red-eye etfects?

Was a good choice made ol lens focal
length?

Alo bE noses,fom wide-afigle lenses

Are the backgrourd and props appropriate

Are the eyes in sharpest foctre?

Does the lighting make the hair "alive"?

Do the clothing and accessories avoid
drawirq attention away from the subject?

Do the lbhting and viewpoint revealthe
shape ol the subject's head?

ls the subjecl free from unlortunate
shadows on the face or ebewhere?

ls the sharpness of focus appropriate for
the situation?
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O Copyright 2005 by TangoTools.com Looking for image resizing software?
Check out JpegSizer.TangoTools.com


